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Abstract 

The title Abstract should follow the style “ESReDA_Abstract_References” (Verdana 12 pt 

bold), and the text should use the style “ESReDA_Abstract-text” (Verdana 10 pt italics). 

Further instructions concerning the layout of the paper are given below. You can use 

directly the styles mentioned. If you are not familiar with the MS Word styles, or are 

using another word processor, please try to follow as closely the instructions regarding 

the fonts and layout, as given in this example. The right, left, bottom and top margins 

should be 2.5 cm. Please do not add page numbers or any headings / footers. Editors will 

add them afterwards. For the length of the paper, please follow the instructions of the 

seminar organiser.  

1 Introduction 

The title Introduction, and all following first level headings should follow the style 

“Abstract should follow the style “ESReDA_Level-1_Title” (Verdana 13 pt bold), and the 

text should use the style “ESReDA_Text” (Verdana 10 pt). The text should be typed in 

one column. Sections should be numbered in a sequential order.  

2 First-level heading  

Please centre the equations, number them in sequential order, and place the number in 

brackets, right aligned. 
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2.1 Second level heading 

The second level heading should follow the style ESReDA_Level-2_Title (Verdana 12 pt 

bold, with numbering x.x). Text should use the style “ESReDA_Text”1. 

Lists can be formatted using either numbers or bullet points. Avoid making the lists too 

complicated a maximum of two levels is advised. 

— This is ESReDA_Text_bulleted_list1 style.  

● This is ESReDA_Text_bulleted_list2 style. 

●  

The second option is to use a numbered list. 

 
(1)  Footnote text (please always insert <tab> at the beginning). When the text is longer than one line, it is 

indented for a more reader-friendly layout. 
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1. This is a numbered list, style “ESReDA_Text_numbered_list1”. 

(a) This list can have two levels, “ESReDA_Text_numbered_list2”. 

(b)  

2.1.1 Subheading 2, third level 

The second level heading should follow the style ESReDA_Level-3_Title (Verdana 11 pt 

bold, with numbering x.x.x).  

The tables should be left aligned, with title on the top using the style 

ESReDA_Table_title. Please provide information source for each table, using the style 

ESReDA_Table_source, see Table 1 below as an example. 

Table 1. ESReDA_Table_title. 

Nunc Nunc (1) Nunc Nunc Nunc 

Nulla Nulla Nulla Nulla Nulla 

Nulla Nulla Nulla (2) Nulla Nulla 

(1) This is a table note. 
(2) And this is another table note. 

Source: Eurostat, 2016. 

The figures should be centred, with title on the top using the style 

ESReDA_Figure_caption. Please provide information source for each figure, using the 

style ESReDA_Figure_source, see Figure 1 below as an example. 

Figure 1. Resilience concept in three phases: shock, impact and recovery. 

 

Source: JRC, 2021. 

 

 



 

 

This is a new section with a horizontal page layout. This should mainly be used for the insertion of large, complex tables or graphics.  

Insert two Section breaks (Next Page), then change the page orientation for this section only. 

Table 2. Large table in horizontal layout 

Column 1 Column 2         

          

          

          

          

Source: JRC, 2021. 

 



 

 

3 Conclusions 

For the references, you should use Vancouver style, i.e. numbering in square brackets 

[1]. Please follow the standard referencing and make sure that all references listed are 

cited and that all cited references are listed in the reference list. If available, please 

provide doi number [1]. Examples of references according to the Vancouver style are 

provided in the references section. 
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List of abbreviations and definitions (only if needed) 

ABΓ Alpha Beta Gamma 

ΔΕΖ Delta Epsilon Zeta Delta Epsilon Zeta Delta Epsilon Zeta Delta Epsilon Zeta Delta 

Epsilon Zeta Delta Epsilon Zeta 
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